BCX-801
8” Android Tough Tablet

Product Overview:
The BCX-801 has been designed be a 'go anywhere'
work companion. It has an 8" colour touchscreen which
is large enough to display sharp, detailed imagery, yet
compact enough to fit neatly into a bag/satchel.
An 8000mAh battery guarantees all day operation, and
the device is IP67 sealed allowing users to take it
anywhere without fear of dust or water damage. It is
ideal for busy work environments or users that are
always on the move.
The BCX-801's built-in 2D scan engine is able to read
all codes from both paper and screen with ease, and a
13 megapixel camera makes scanning extremely quick
and reliable. A charge cradle and optional pistol grip
give complete versatility.

Reasons to buy:
✴ Android 7 operating system with Cortex Octacore processor.
✴ Sealed to IP67, its dust and waterproof with a
tough 8 inch screen.
✴ Can withstand 1.5m drops, ideal for field workers.
✴ Built in 2D barcode scanner reads all codes.
✴ 8000mAh battery allows all day operation.
✴ 13 megapixel camera for sharp images.
✴ Dual Wifi, Bluetooth 4.0 to stay connected and
communicate to printers etc...

BCX-801
8” Android Tough Tablet
Key Features:
Tough Android tablet

Smart options

The BCX-801 is a rugged tablet sealed to IP67,
operating on the current Android 7 operating
system. Ideal for field and warehouse workers
alike.

The BCX-801 is equipped with a 13 megapixel
camera to record events in high definition. It also
has a 2D barcode reader built-in, as well as
fingerprint detection and NFC/Mifare card reading.

Stay Connected

Versatile

There are all the connection options available to
ensure operators stay connected at all times.
These include dual WiFi and GPS with a 5m
accuracy.

Fitted with an 8inch full colour, backlit touch
screen, the BCX-801 is ideal for replacing paper
based applications.

Ideal for…
Manufacturing - Healthcare - Retail - Asset tracking
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